Abstract-Our goal is to apply robotics and automation technology to assist, enhance, quantify, and document neurorehabilitation. This paper reviews a clinical trial involving 20 stroke patients with a prototype robot-aided rehabilitation facility developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, (MIT) and tested at Burke Rehabilitation Hospital, White Plains, NY. It also presents our approach to analyze kinematic data collected in the robot-aided assessment procedure. In particular, we present evidence 1) that robot-aided therapy does not have adverse effects, 2) that patients tolerate the procedure, and 3) that peripheral manipulation of the impaired limb may influence brain recovery. These results are based on standard clinical assessment procedures. We also present one approach using kinematic data in a robot-aided assessment procedure.
Several studies have reported positive outcomes with different approaches, including repetitive passive exercises [1] , forced use of the paretic limb by restraining the contralateral limb [2] , [3] increased amounts of therapy and external manipulation [4] , [5] biofeedback [6] , and functional electrical stimulation [7] . Nevertheless, the efficacy of these different therapy techniques remains controversial. In fact, studies examining differences in outcomes between techniques showed little variation or none [8] , [9] . On a more mechanistic level, stroke recovery is only partially understood with two main assumptions encompassing the recovery process. One assumption is that parallel brain regions in the unaffected hemisphere take on functions of the contralateral hemisphere necrotic tissue, sending its commands via uncrossed pathways, i.e., not all descending brain fibers from one brain hemisphere cross over to the contralateral body hemisphere [10] , [11] . The other assumption is that adjacent areas of undamaged brain tissue in the same hemisphere reorganize, taking on functions of the necrotic tissue. The reorganization of cortical maps has been demonstrated in the motor [12] , sensory [13] , [14] , visual [15] , and auditory maps [16] . Furthermore, recent animal studies have shown that the degree of reorganization of the remaining undamaged cortex in primates can be influenced by environment [17] . This result suggests that exercising the patients' paralyzed limbs might have a genuinely positive effect on neurological restoration of the limb function. The clinical trial described in this paper aimed to assess whether: a) robot-aided therapy has adverse effects, b) patients were tolerant of the procedure, and c) whether manipulation of the impaired limb influences motor recovery [18] . At the same time, this clinical trial provided quantitative data with which we could develop better tools to evaluate and understand the mechanism of recovery.
II. METHODS

A. Apparatus
MIT-MANUS is a novel robot designed for clinical neurological applications [19] . Unlike most industrial robots, MIT-MANUS is configured for safe, stable and compliant operation in close physical contact with humans. This is achieved using impedance control, a key feature of the robot control system [20] . Its computer control system modulates the way the robot reacts to mechanical perturbation from a patient or clinician and ensures a gentle compliant behavior. MIT-MANUS can move, guide or perturb the movement of a subject's or patient's upper limb and can record motions and mechanical quantities such as the position, velocity, and forces applied. The present design is portable and meets or exceeds applicable safety standards for operation in a clinical environment. The machine was designed to have a low intrinsic end-point impedance (i.e., be back-driveable), with a low and nearly-isotropic inertia (1 0.33 kg, maximum anisotropy 2:1) and friction (0.84 0.28 N, maximum anisotropy 2:1), and be capable of producing a predetermined range of forces (0-45 N) and impedances (0-2N/mm).
Furthermore, weight, visibility and accessibility to the patient's hand were key requirements. MIT-MANUS presently has two modules. A planar module provides two translational degrees of freedom (dof) for elbow and forearm motion [ Fig. 1(a) and (b) ]. It also permits a small range of passive vertical motion through a set of springs. A 3-dof module mounts on the end of the planar module and provides three degrees of freedom for wrist motion [ Fig. 1(a) and (d) ]. The 2-dof module is portable (390 N) and consists of a directdrive five bar-linkage SCARA (selective compliance assembly robot arm) mechanism driven by brushless motors rated to 7.86 Nm of continuous stall torque with 16-bit resolvers for position and velocity measurements. Redundant velocity sensing is provided by dc-tachometers with a sensitivity of 1.75 V/rad/s. Torque sensors on the motor shafts are rated to 22.6 Nm with a torsional stiffness of 2302 Nm/rad. To minimize noncollocation effects, actuators and sensors are aligned on the same axis. The resolvers and torque sensors are mounted on the brushless motor shaft outputs, while the tachometers are mounted on the motor shaft tips. The mechanism is mounted on a tubular base that allows its vertical position to be adjusted. The 3-dof module consists of a differential mechanism mounted on a parallelogram linkage driven by three geared actuators. The geared actuators are rated to a peak torque of 0.108 Nm. Position sensing is provided by builtin precision potentiometers with 0.9 Kohm/rad. The actuators include tachometers with a rated 0.07 V/rad/sec sensitivity. The robot control architecture is implemented in a standard personal computer (486 CPU-66 MHz) with 16-bit A/D and D/A I/O cards, as well as a DIO card with 32 digital lines. Besides its primary control function, this computer displays the exercise to be performed to both the operator and the subject or patient via a video-splitter with dedicated monitors. The neurorehabilitation workstation includes a second personal computer (386 CPU-25 MHz) for display of on-line video and audio information to the subject/patient. Communication between computers is achieved via a serial port at transmission rates that allow video update rates above 30 frames/s. The workstation is mounted on a custom-made adjustable table and chair, which allows the chair to be rotated 360 and translated 0.5 m toward a table-top, specially designed to facilitate transfer of wheelchair-bound patients. The chair includes three seat-belts to limit torso movements and an adjustable foot rest. The table-top can be translated 0.25 m vertically and was designed to allow continuous support of a patient/subject's elbow. The table-top surface is impregnated with Teflon and the elbow support base is made out of Teflon. Custommade hand-holders were manufactured for the 3-dof and 2-dof modules. A 3-dof hand-holder latches through a magnetic lock, allowing quick connection and disconnection, while a custom-made hand-holder for the 2-dof module connects the subject/patient's impaired limb to the robot end-effector. Hand-holders [ Fig. 1(c) ] were manufactured for both arms and in different sizes out of high-density polyethylene or braided carbon-fiber and marine based epoxy resin.
B. Subjects
Consecutive patients with a single stroke and hemiparesis caused by a CT-verified cerebral vascular accident in the cortical or subcortical motor area served as subjects for the study, in accordance with the guidelines and approval of the MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects and Burke Rehabilitation Hospital Human Subject Committee. Written consent was obtained from all subjects or designated guardians. A detailed description of patients characteristics, i.e., sex, age, affected limb, lesion location, type, and size, assessment scores, and complications, can be found in Aisen [18] .
C. Experimental Procedure
In this clinical trial with twenty sequential hemiparetic patients, only the 2-dof module was used. The staggered pool of twenty patients were admitted to the same hospital ward at Burke Rehabilitation Hospital and assigned to the same team of rehabilitation professionals. 1 They were enrolled in either a robot-aided therapy group (RT, ) or in a group receiving standard therapy plus "sham" robot-aided therapy (ST, ). Both groups were comparable in age, physical impairment, and time between onset of the stroke and admission to the rehabilitation hospital (mean age: RT 58.5, ST 63; mean admission to rehabilitation in weeks since stroke onset: RT 2.8, ST 3.2). All patients were blinded to the treatment group and were assigned to the same blinded clinical team (double blind study). Both groups received conventional therapy; the RT group received an additional 4-5 h/week of robot-aided therapy consisting of peripheral manipulation of the impaired limb correlated with audio-visual stimuli, while the ST group had an hour of weekly robot exposure.
The sensory-motor motor training for the RT group consisted of a set of "video-games." Patients were required to move the robot end-effector according to the game's goals. If the patient could not perform the task in response to a visual and auditory cue, the robot assisted and guided the patient's hand. Menu-driven software allowed the clinician to choose different values of impedance (very soft, soft, medium, hard, very hard). However, we opted to use the same soft range (100 N/m, 2 N-s/m) throughout this trial primarily due to patients' pretrial preferences and also to minimize any risk of exacerbating joint or tendon pain. For this trial, the impedance controller was implemented using nonlinear position and velocity feedback structured to produce a constant isotropic end-point stiffness and damping. Coupled to our highly back-driveable design, the stability of this controller is extremely robust to the uncertainties due to physical contact [21] , [22] . The impedance controller implementation was as follows: where is the joint torques, is the manipulator Jacobian, is a vector of joint angles, is a vector of displacement from a nominally desired position, is the stiffness matrix in N/m, and is the damping matrix in N-s/m, with
The games were designed to evaluate the stroke patient's recovery of upper-limb motor function and to document and characterize stroke recovery in all of its phases. The games included drawing circles, stars, squares, diamonds, and navigating through "windows," as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Some games required predominantly shoulder motion, while others required predominantly elbow motion. Additional games required the coordination of both shoulder and elbow. The games were designed to maximize correlated sensory feedback, including visual, audio, and proprioceptive sensory stimuli; to be visually evoked and visually guided; and to occupy the same workspace.
The procedure typically lasted for about seven weeks, and consisted of a daily exercise with the normal limb followed by three packets of 20 repetitions of the daily exercise with the impaired limb (robot-guided). Each packet was preceded and succeeded by an active (patient-guided) or manually guided exercise (clinician-guided). Typical cumulative numbers for a seven week program were 25 sessions with 1500 repetitions of a game, 100 nonassisted repetitions, and three evaluation sessions.
The training for the ST group was similar to the RT group, except that half of the one hour session consisted of playing the video games with the unimpaired arm and half the session with the impaired arm while the robot passively supported the arm and provided the video-game visual feedback (position feedback). If the patient could not perform the task, he/she used the unimpaired arm to assist and complete the game (self-ranging), or the clinician assisted.
A standard assessment procedure was used every other week to assess all patients (robot-aided therapy group and control group). The standard assessment was always performed by the same rehabilitation professional for all the patients involved in the study. This professional was not directly involved with the robot-aided therapy and did not know who was enrolled in the experimental group or control group. The standard assessment procedure used widely accepted procedures including: functional independence measure (FIM) and the upper limb subsection of the Fugl-Meyer (F-M) scales [23] , [24] . FIM is an adequate scale to measure competence in completing functional tasks, such as dressing. However, its score does not depend solely on motor control, but also on intangible factors such as patient's personality, depression state, and dependent attitude. The Fugl-Meyer is a scale that measures motor impairment. The pitfalls of relying on the upper limb subsection of the Fugl-Meyer in our trial were that most patients were transferred to the acute rehabilitation hospital three weeks after the onset of the stroke. Therefore, the Fugl-Meyer scale could potentially suffer from a decrease in resolution, since the return of reflex and synergistic movements, which represent a substantial component of the total score, might have taken place before the patients were admitted to the rehabilitation hospital. Instead of a broad range with endof-scale values of 66 for the upper extremity, a potential range of six points for isolated shoulder and elbow movement was expected. To increase the number of isolated muscle groups assessed in the paretic limb, a scale based on the Fugl-Meyer approach, the upper extremity motor status score (MSS), was used [18] . Likewise to assess strength in the biceps, triceps, anterior and lateral deltoid muscles, the standard assessment procedure included a scale validated in other clinical trials: the motor power scale (MP) [25] .
D. Robot-Aided Assessment Procedure: Quantization of Kinematics
The standard assessment procedures listed above are humanadministered, which may mitigate their reliability and effectiveness. Instrumentation on board the robot records kinematic and force data that may permit new assessment procedures with improved objectivity, repeatability, precision and ease of application. Robot-aided assessment procedures may also provide new insight into the process of recovery. In this paper, only an analysis of the kinematic profile of the movement of patients is presented. This component of the robot-aided assessment procedure is based on a century old conjecture in motor neuroscience-Woodworth, 1899 [26] . This conjecture suggests that human arm movement is composed of a sequence of submovements. Woodworth argued that movement is composed of two sorts of submovement components: the initial impulse and the "current" control. The "current" control consisted of a sequence of finer adjustments added to the initial impulse as the hand appproached the target. He argued that "current" control could be eliminated by either having the person close his eyes or by requiring very fast movements. Several variants of this idea have been proposed many times in the motor neuroscience literature. For example, Crossman and Goodeve proposed that a periodic single shape, scaled and dilated, could describe movement segments. They considered periodic submovements with displacement profiles in the shape of an error function (erf) [27] . Morasso and Mussa-Ivaldi considered periodic submovements, which they called "strokes" to describe trajectory formation and handwriting. They used BSplines to represent velocity submovements [28] . Jagacinski showed that the periodicity in the submovement models was unacceptable [29] , [30] . The striking character of our data (see Fig. 5 , discussed later) led us to postulate that a repertoire of movement primitives, each with a bell-shaped velocity profile, constitute the building blocks of complex tasks. Evidence of submovements is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) which shows a typical set of circles drawn by a neurologically normal subject. The left column shows the displacement of the hand in the plane, where and are indicated in the figure sketch, and the right (a) (b) Fig. 3 . (a) Drawing four circles at constant speed. Subject grasped the robot handle with the palm and was instructed to draw circles at constant speed. His hand was within view, but no explicit feedback was provided. The trial was repeated at faster speeds until the subject considered himself unable to maintain constant speed. The left column shows the circle traces and the right column shows the speed profiles at different target constant speeds. Note the oscillatory characteristic of the speed in all trials. (b) Polar plots of four circles drawn at different target constant speeds. The plot shows a composite of all trials of (a). Speed was normalized and the initial accelerating and decelerating phases were omitted. Note the kinematic (not temporal) characteristic of plot.
column shows the tangential speed. The instructions were to draw circles of approximately the size of a 0.25 m diameter ring at a constant speed. After drawing four circles, the normal subject was requested to redraw the circles faster. Fig. 3(b) shows a polar plot with the speed proportional to radius plotted versus displacement angle around a center located at the mean value of and displacements for the five trials of Fig. 3(a) . The speed profiles were normalized to the maximum speed of the set and the initial accelerating and final decelerating regions are not shown. This plot reveals a remarkably consistent pattern and suggests a kinematic, not temporal, characteristic of the speed profile, and that the movement is composed of a small number of blended segments [31] , [32] . We propose as a working hypothesis that this kind It resembles a pyramidal filter, in which a "mother" shape is fitted to the function's largest peak. If the remainder is above an error bound, and the number of bases does not surpass the upperbound limit obtained from the curvature analysis, the process is reiterated. of "quantization" is a basic feature of human motor behavior, and used this hypothesis to develop a robot-aided assessment procedure. The patient was wearing a hand-holder that connects his/her palm to the robot end-effector and the elbow was supported against gravity. The patient was instructed to draw a smooth circle. The hand was within view, but no explicit feedback was provided.
The submovement concept can be expressed via the following synthesis equation: (2) where represents the signal, is the independent variable, are respectively, the dilation, translation, and modulation coefficients of the -basis function, is the basis function. In other words, we want to reconstruct by modulating, by translating, and by dilating a "mother" shape (basis function). An unsupervised data analysis algorithm was designed to extract these postulated "quanta" from the experimental speed record. It is a "greedy" breadth-first search type algorithm called "irregular sampling radial basis function algorithm" (ISRBF) [31] ; modulating, translating, and dilating a "mother" shape to fit the symmetric region of the speed profile peaks. The "mother" shape was experimentally determined, and it resembles the minimum-jerk speed profile of a point-to-point movement. The algorithm consists of a pyramidal decomposition scheme to design the scattered center radial basis network illustrated in Fig. 4 . At each pass, the maximum speed peak and adjacent symmetric region is fitted in a least-squares sense with a radial basis function. The fitted basis function is subtracted from the data stream, and the remainder is iterated through the algorithm. This pyramidal decomposition method suffices in guaranteeing fidelity of reproduction for a sufficiently large number of scattered centers with the process ending when the remainder is within a predetermined precision bound. However, the objective is to decompose the human arm movement into segments or submovements. Unfortunately, not all speed peaks necessarily correspond to segments. Movement curvature was used to bound the maximum number of submovements or centers (Cn). Curvature can be described by (3) where is the instantaneous velocity angle (in the horizontal plane ) and is the displacement. This formulation is equivalent to the Frenet Formula (4) with and representing the first and second derivative, i.e. velocity and acceleration vectors of the curve , and the multiplication symbol represents a dot product. Viviani and Terzuolo showed the correlation between speed and the radius of curvature of human movements [33] ; there is a corresponding peak in curvature for each dip in speed. This curvature trait is exploited to determine the maximum number of submovements or centers (Cn), i.e., the number of scattered center radial bases is limited to the number of peaks in curvature, and the pyramidal decoding algorithm terminates when the remainder is within a predetermined precision bound or the number of scattered centers reaches the predetermined maximum center number (Cn). Furthermore, in this particular application, any basis function with duration under 100 ms was eliminated from the approximation function, as we expect arm submovements to last longer. Since the curvature has a peak when the speed is close to zero, a perfectly straight point-to-point movement (one submovement) has an infinite peak at the beginning and at the end of this movement (two peaks). To account for these edge peaks, the unsupervised algorithm does not count any curvature peak occurring at the edges or outside the speed envelope (the curvature is kept zero outside the speed envelope), but adds one to the determined total number of peaks. The beginning and the end of a movement (speed envelope) are determined when the speed record surpasses 1% of the maximum speed peak or falls under this threshold. To account for noise any curvature peak under 5% of the maximum curvature peak is not considered. The pyramidal decoder was originally used as an initial search vector for a radial basis network with movable centers called generalized radial basis function (GRBF) by Poggio and Girosi [34] . The GRBF attempts to solve the regularization problem with fidelity of reproduction and smoothness, while addressing the requirement to reduce the number of network units. This heuristic approach converges to a local minimum allowing translation and modulation of the bases, but no dilation. This approach did not show any substantial improvement in the decomposition (in the L2-sense), and added computational time. Therefore, the ISRBF algorithm used in the robotaided assessment procedure retains only the pyramidal decoder component.
III. RESULTS
At the outset it was unclear whether robot-aided therapy would not impede recovery or exacerbate joint or tendon pain. In general close to 30% of stroke patients develop pain. Therefore, we had to address the potentially unsalvageable possibility of the robot-aided procedure having detrimental effects. The standard assessment procedure included the assessment of pain in joint or tendon for shoulder, wrist, and hand, as well as shoulder-hand syndrome. The results were reassuring: there was no difference between groups with seven controls and five experimental subjects developing pain in joints or tendons, and of these, three controls, and four experimental subjects developed shoulder-hand syndrome [18] . Furthermore, no adverse events occurred in an estimated 500 h of operation in close contact with patients. A questionnaire administered during the biweekly standard assessment by the therapists showed that robot-assisted therapy was well accepted and tolerated by the patients. The average questionnaire result for the patients is summarized in Table I . The last question was included specifically to assess the credibility of the questionnaire results, since a preference for the robot over a human therapist was considered extremely improbable. To minimize any influence in the standard therapy and evaluation, therapists were kept blind to the robot-aided therapy procedure (see Experimental Procedure). Therefore, we can not evaluate staff response to the robot-aided therapy. A detailed study of staff acceptance with an analog robotic device can be found elsewhere [35] .
Results indicated that patients in the experimental group improved further and faster, outranking the control group in all the clinical assessments of the motor impairment involving shoulder and elbow, as summarized in Table II . There is a clear trend in the Fugl-Meyer (F-M) and motor power (MP) scores favoring the experimental group ( and , one-tail -test), and a statistically significant improvement in the Motor Status Score (MSS) for shoulder/elbow ( one-tail -test) [18] . Indeed, the degree of improvement in accuracy and degree of voluntary isolated movement in the specific muscle groups trained by the robot as reflected by the MSS for shoulder/elbow is striking. Although not achieving statistical significance, the Fugl-Meyer and MP scores suggest a distinguishable trend for greater improvement in the experimental group than the control group. The potential for generalization of the exercise therapy effect to other segments of the arm not exercised during the procedure were evaluated via the MSS scores for wrist and hand. Notwithstanding the observable trend for wrist and hand, the experimental group outranked the control group significantly only in the joints that were directly involved in the robot-aided therapy. Furthermore, the time history of the scores suggests that the control group did not improve after six weeks from the stroke onset, while seven patients in the experimental group continued to improve up to eight weeks poststroke [36] . At the same time, the rehabilitation experience achieved its stated Fig. 6 . Application of the irregular sampling radial basis function algorithm (ISRBF) to the circles of Fig. 5 . In the first step (left column), the maximum number of bases (Cn) is obtained from the peaks in curvature. Peaks at the edge of the interval and below 5% of maximum peak are not considered, but an extra peak is added to Cn to account for the edges. The "mother" shape is fitted to the symmetric regions around the peaks. The process stops if the error of the approximation is below a predetermined threshold or the process uses Cn bases. The resulting approximation is shown in the right column. Fig. 7 . Apparent changes in movement composition with recovery. The ISRBF algorithm suggests that movement duration is decreasing (see right column: time duration), apparent segment duration is increasing (see right column: submovement mean duration), and the degree of overlap of submovements may be increasing, indicating blending (see right column: ratio of submovement overlap). There is no apparent trend for the path length, number of submovements, or mean peak speed. goal, with both the experimental and control group having a similar increase in the FIM score during their hospital stay ( , one-tail -test). We believe that this may be due to 1) the nonspecific nature of the FIM score, which broadly assesses overall functional recovery and 2) the fact that both groups had the same standard therapeutical experience aiming at functional adaptation and compensatory techniques.
Examples of circles drawn by one of these patients are shown in Fig. 5 . The left plot of each pair shows a plan view of the patient's hand movement. The right plot shows the movement's speed. This example covers a whole spectrum of details encountered with patients involved in this trial. The circle traces suggest an initial kinematic planning indicated by the conspicuous displacement segments recognizable by the "straight" line segments and changes in movement direction. The last plot of the circle trace (week 11) suggests connectivity between displacement segments. Similarly, the corresponding speed profiles on the right column cover a wide spectrum. Initially, there is minimal connectivity between segments, and the speed of the movement drops to a minimum. Note the shape of almost isolated speed segments (symmetric and minimum-jerk bell-shape). These disconnected speed segments apparently evolved to coalesced speed submovements. Fig. 6 shows on the left column the peaks in curvature and on the right column the movement speed and the reconstructed profile. The peaks counted to determine the maximum number of basis (Cn) are indicated by a circle. Note that peaks occurring at the edge of the interval and below 5% of the maximum curvature peak are not considered. Furthermore, due to the common speed reversal at the end of the movement, some of the peaks occurring close to the trailing edge are included and others not. Fig. 7 shows again the movement speed and the reconstructed profile. The subject was capable of performing a task that involved both joints (shoulder and elbow). The time to perform the task apparently is decreasing with training, as indicated by the movement duration in the figure's right column. Furthermore, note in the same column that the degree of overlap between segments increases with training. These successive observations of the patient's speed profile suggest that the movement was accomplished using a sequence of segments and as training and recovery progressed, these segments appeared to become more overlapped or blended and began to resemble the profile of an unimpaired subject [see Fig. 3(a) ], as indicated by the relation between the sum of the segments duration and the movement duration (see Fig. 7 , right column). We therefore postulate that the process of poststroke motor recovery may be characterized and rigorously quantified by the pattern of timing and blending of these apparent segments. Moreover, we speculate that this recovery process might conform to models of motor learning, in which the task may initially be performed using a sequence of overlapping segments, which progressively "blend" as motor learning proceeds.
IV. CONCLUSION
Mostly because of the small sample size, these results should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, they are encouraging. In summary, our results suggest the following:
-robot-aided therapy had no adverse effect and was well tolerated by the patients; Fig. 9 . Robot-aided neurorehabilitation: Self-care therapy at home. The clinician telementors an out-patient via a bilateral link between the robot in the home and the robot in the clinic.
-nurture positively influenced nature, i.e., exercise therapy influenced motor recovery; -the combination of robotics and automation technology with concepts from motor control and neuroscience may lead to better tools to evaluate and understand the mechanism of recovery. To address the limitation of the small sample size and to confirm the pilot trial's encouraging results, we are engaged in a follow-up clinical trial with a larger pool of 60 stroke patients, but already it is not far fetched to suggest that robot technology may be a promising new tool for neurological rehabilitation. We further speculate that the richness of robotaided information might allow a quantitative insight about what patient population may benefit from exercise therapy, e.g., based on lesion, location, and size, and permit the appropriate exercise routine to be tailored to the patient, e.g., emphasizing accuracy or speed of movement, strength or endurance. Finally, robot-aided neuro-rehabilitation might contribute to cost savings as depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 by allowing a clinician to work with more than a patient at a time, and by permitting meaningful self-therapy at home. Given the present emphasis on cost containment, this may be particularly important. 
